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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
SUBJECT:

Meeting with Senator Ellender and Senator Young
on the NRO Program

Today we had a very good session with Senator Ellender.
Unfortunately, Senator Stennis, McClellan ·and Smith were
unable to attend. I understand Senator Smith is not feeling
well this week and the others got tied up on other business~

•

Senator Ellender interrupted our presentation many times
with rather knowledgeable questions. Of course he made the
usual remarks about bow we are over-collecting and how we
continuously overstate the Russian threat, etc. I did not
challenge him with respect to the. Soviet capability, but
tried to stick to the subject of collection.

1

We. told him that we were requesting~-~~~-~thi$
year and proceeded to describe the systems which we are now
operat.ing and the two Qew systems which we propose to develop:
namely, the FROG and the EOI. He listened to our story about
the current systems with considerable interest, interrupting
with a number of questions, but not in a critical tone. With
respect to the two new systems, he was quite critical. He
wanted to know why we wanted such a capability, but more
especially why we had to have two systems to achieve the desired capability. · We referred fr.equently during our presentations to the bodies of government for which we work, i;;peci,.fically
to the USIB, which sets our. requirements. He went into considerable detail as to how these requirements affect us. For,
example, do they tell us how many missions to fly, etc. We
answered no,·we were not told how many missions to fly, nor
were we told the configuration of the.missions, but we were
told the general requirements that coverage of certain types
is needed with a certain frequency. From this we derived the
required flight schedules. In general, certain types of photo
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coverage are required every ,quarter, and so we have to fly
·something every quarter. Then on top of that we. have to· fly
enough total missions to satisfy the stated requirements which
call for coverit1g the builtup areas every six months and the
non-builtup areas every year. The total coverage requirement
demands more than one mission per quarter.
Then he wanted to know why we felt we had to have the two
systems for near-real-ti.me readout. We told him that there
were different reasons why we needed each of the two. In the
case of the FROG we said that the reason we needed to go ahead
with that develop1Ilent was that various members of the Executtve
Department had stated an immediate requirement to get a system
which could be on orbit as early as possible and that in look•
in.g at the system which could be brought in first, this was it.

It is based on GAMBIT, which is a current sy&tem; it providis
coverage of the desired quality and it appears to be able to
do this for periods of about a year. It would tend to replac~
GAMBIT mission so that the costs are Ilot purely additive. It
is ba.sed on first the GAMBIT and second, additional technology
which has been demonstrated in other programs, so that it is a
low-:i;isk program. It is considerably cheaper than the other
candidate program. That is the justification for the FROG.
As for the justification for the EOI system, first it produces pictures of ·a higher quality than the FROG output. It
can take pictures of slightly better resolution and much better
signal-to-noise ratio. It also has th.e pote11,ti<\:ll for operation

I Such a system

L _ _ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~

is just barely adequate for a satellite {producing pictures of
about 100-foot resolution), but through the normal improvements
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whic.h c1:ld be ex::c:ed. we :o::d b~ able_ to tak~ pictures of
roughly __ ~
__ _
_ _ _ with the EOI system. Such
a capab1. 1.ty shou
e avai a- e toward the end of the 70s.
So this is a not insignificant upgrading of our current capability.
I

Senator Ellender listened to. all this. He believes that
we ought to pick one of the$e two systems and forget about the
other one. He says that if we feel strongly that the EOI is
ultimately the system that we want then it is not too much of
a delay to forget the FROG and wait for the EOI. On the other
hand, if the FROG is good enough, we ought to go ahead with it
and forget about the other one. He feels strongly enough
about this that he wants to·take it up with Mt. Packard tomorrow.
I told him that we of course did not state requirements, that

various member& of the Executive Branch, including Secretary

I

Rogers and Dick Helms, feel strongly that such a capability is
needed. We told him that if the near-real-time requirement had
not matjrialized that we could ope. _rate our. programs fod
_I
_in FY 72. But it did materialize; it grew out of last
summer's activity where we were asked to get the coverage of
thel
land that during the course
of that buildup we tracked it as well as we could by U-2s, but
there was a continual questioning on the part of the various
governmental officials as to why we weren't up all the time
and why we weren't providing continuous coverage, etc.
He wanted to know whether it was that single evemt which
led to the requirement for the near-real-time systems. I satd
no, that we had gone back and re.viewed the situation. A total.
of seven scenarios bad been examined and the two near-realtime systems that we had come up with were capable of satisfying the needs generated in those seven_ scenarios--situations
like Mid-east, Czechoslovakia, etc. He expressed the view
that we don't need to know that much a.bout those situations,
that we are not going to do anything about them and that we
ought to forego this kind of information. I did not respond.
In any case we will take steps to prepare Mr. 'Packard for his
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~eeting tomorrow l:>y pointing up the questions and what we
think are t.he principal features favoring the FROG and the EOI
~ystems.

1Jt~l
John L. McLucas
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